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Social media have increasingly become popular platforms for information dissemination. Recently, compa-
nies have attempted to take advantage of social advertising to deliver their advertisements to appropriate
customers. The success of message propagation in social media depends greatly on the content relevance
and the closeness of social relationships. In this paper, considering the factors of user preference, network in-
fluence, and propagation capability, we propose a diffusion mechanism to deliver advertising information
over microblogging media. Our experimental results show that the proposed model could provide advertisers
with suitable targets for diffusing advertisements continuously and thus efficiently enhance advertising
effectiveness.
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1. Introduction

In recent years, social media, such as Facebook, Twitter and Plurk,
have flourished and raised much attention. Social media provide
users with an excellent platform to share and receive information
and give marketers a great opportunity to diffuse information
through numerous populations. An overwhelming majority of mar-
keters are using social media to market their businesses, and a signif-
icant 81% of these marketers indicate that their efforts in social media
have generated effective exposure for their businesses [59]. With ef-
fective vehicles for understanding customer behavior and new hybrid
elements of the promotion mix, social media allow enterprises to
make timely contact with the end-consumer at relatively low cost
and higher levels of efficiency [52]. Since the World Wide Web
(Web) is now the primary message delivering medium between ad-
vertisers and consumers, it is a critical issue to find the best way to
utilize on-line media for advertising purposes [18,29].

The effectiveness of advertisement distribution highly relies on
well understanding the preference information of the targeted
users. However, some implicit personal information of users, particu-
larly the new users, may not be always obtainable to the marketers
[23]. As users know more about their friends than marketers, the rela-
tions between the users become a natural medium and filter for mes-
sage diffusion. Moreover, most people are willing to share their
information with friends and are likely to be affected by the opinions
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of their friends [35,45]. Social advertising is a kind of recommendation
system, of sharing information between friends. It takes advantage of
the relation of users to conduct an advertising campaign. In 2010,
eMarketer reported that 90% of consumers rely on recommendations
from people they trust. In the same time, IDG Amplify indicated that
the efficiency of social advertising is greater than the traditional adver-
tising. It seems that social advertising has become an important adver-
tisingmodel formarketers. In reality, one of themost popularmicroblog
websites, Twitter, announced an innovative advertising model, called
“Promoted Tweets”, in April 2010. It makes tweets as advertisements,
which are distinctive from both traditional keyword based advertise-
ments and recent social advertisements. They measure the advertising
performance and payment of sponsored tweets by “resonance”—the in-
teractions between users and sponsored tweets such as retweet, reply,
or bookmarking [29].

In practice, the advertisers should disseminate advertising mes-
sages by information-sharing between people and increase the reso-
nance so as to widen the coverage (spread of social advertisements)
and keep the advertisement alive. However, currently, they still lack
an appropriate advertising mechanism which helps marketers to dif-
fuse their advertisements effectively and improve resonance among
users. Besides, the existent sharing mechanisms have a problem of
excess sharing between friends. For example, a broadcast-to-all ap-
proach forcing users to share information with all of their friends
can be executed by the system with small cost and likely adopted
by social media platforms. However, this approach will cause a nega-
tive impression if friends are not interested in the received advertise-
ments. Although its diffusion coverage could be larger, the number of
receivers unhappy with the spammed advertisements also signifi-
cantly increases. As a result, social spam has become a severe problem
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confronted by users of social media. Sharing information over the net-
work can improve people's reputation and develop their social capital
[65]. However, sending too many unsolicited and irrelevant messages
to friends will make them feel uncomfortable and even harm the de-
velopment of social capital.

To address these issues, in this research, we design a diffusion sup-
port mechanism, which considers the factors of user preference, net-
work influence, and propagation strength, to increase effectiveness of
advertisements and support users to share information with appro-
priate friends. The proposed mechanism allows us to identify social
advertisement endorsers with strong propagation capability in adver-
tisement delivery and provides a suitable repost list of friends for
each endorser. We validate our mechanism by conducting experi-
ments in Plurk, one of the most popular microblog services. Our ex-
perimental results show that the proposed model could enhance the
efficiency and effectiveness of advertising campaigns in terms of ad-
vertisement relevance, resonance, and coverage.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews re-
lated works; Section 3 presents the research methodology and the
framework of our system; Section 4 describes the experiments with
detailed data collection and data analysis; the experimental results
and evaluations are discussed in Section 5; and, finally, Section 6 con-
cludes this study and offers suggestions for further research.

2. Related literature

2.1. Social media

Social media are Internet platforms designed to disseminate infor-
mation or messages through social interactions, using highly accessi-
ble and scalable publishing techniques. Social media is composed of
content (information) and social interaction interface (intimate com-
munity engagement and social viral activity). With its emerging trend
and promising popularity, researchers have put academic efforts into
analyzing the characteristics and functionalities of social media. Social
media provide an unprecedented study opportunity for researchers
[43]. For example, Krishnamurthy et al. [42] identify distinct charac-
teristics of social media by users' behavior and relationships between
users to explore miscellaneous insights into social media. Kaplan and
Haenlein [31] examine the challenges and opportunities of social
media and recommend a set of ten rules that companies should fol-
low when developing their own social media strategy. Mangold et
al. [52] derive hybrid elements of the promotion mix for marketing
managers with a better understanding of social media, and propose
a framework for incorporating it into their strategies.

Furthermore, to communicate effectively with customers, re-
searchers analyzed marketing trends and social relations. For exam-
ple, Gilbert and Karahalios [22] develop a predictive model that
maps the data of social activity to tie strength so as to improve design
elements of social media. Kim et al. [37] analyze the factors influencing
the adoption of social media from the perspective of information
needs in order to understand each user's behavior regarding informa-
tion adoption. To better assess users' behavior, many researchers ex-
amine social influence, social interactions, and information diffusion
in social media [17]. For example, Sun et al. [61] propose a recommen-
dation framework to extract relevant emergency news feeds for user-
based information diffusion. Kwak et al. [43] study the topological
characteristics and analyze the state of information dissemination. In
this paper, we study the design of diffusion mechanism for realizing
social advertising in microblogs, which is an emerging research ave-
nue for exploiting social media in the context of online advertising.

2.2. Online advertising

The issue of online advertising has aroused much academic inter-
est and has been spotlighted for decades. Online advertising can
usually be categorized into two types: 1) targeted advertising,
which delivers advertisements to a recipient based on the user's pref-
erence profiles; and 2) social advertising, which delivers the adver-
tisements to influential users determined by social relationship [47].
Targeted advertising also can be considered as a kind of applications
of recommender systems, which utilizes two main techniques: the
content-based approach, and the collaborative-based approach to
discover users' personal preferences [53]. The content-based ap-
proach uses users' previous preference profiles [2,44], while the
collaborative-based approach uses general tastes of similar users'
profiles [44,71]. However, both filtering approaches rely heavily on
subject user ratings, making it hard to recommend new items to
users when there are no related comments or rating records [23].

Customers' purchasing decisions likely be affected by buying ex-
periences shared by other users [35,45]. Compared with traditional
online advertising, social advertising is a form of advertising that ad-
dresses people as part of a social network and uses social relations
and social influences between people to sell products or services
[64,66]. In other words, social advertising use an indirect method,
such as the word-of-mouth approach or an endorsement process, to
disseminate advertisements [46]. An endorser is any individual with
established recognition to represent with and a product [6,58]. To re-
alize social advertising, we need to identify influential endorsers by
using social network data and distributes appropriate advertisements
in a social way (e.g. sharing between endorsers and their friends).
Specifically, the social “distance” between users is measured and ap-
propriate advertisements are distributed through users according to
their social distance [28].

As electronic networks became more complex and dense, social
network analysis was introduced to analyze complex networks such
as inter-organizational systems (IOS) [10]. Social relationships and
social interaction are powerful because they can act as trusted refer-
rals and reinforce the fact that people influence people and have be-
come the crucial components in social advertising [3]. Some
researchers measure the influential strength by analyzing the number
of network links and users' relationships and interaction in the net-
work to identify the influential nodes for social advertising [48,66].
Therefore, studying social influence can help us better understand
why certain information is transmitted faster than others and how
we could help advertisers and marketers design more effective cam-
paigns [8]. In this paper, considering the factors of user preference,
network influence, and propagation capability, we propose a social
diffusion mechanism to identify the appropriate endorsers with
high prior propagation from the social network to deliver relevant ad-
vertisements widely.

2.3. Information diffusion

Many of the earliest ideas and models about information diffusion
come from epidemiology. Research into the spread of epidemics has
been conducted extensively over past years. Most of the proposed
models suppose that populations are fully mixed: everyone has the
same probability to be infected with the disease by any infected per-
son. Nevertheless, the epidemic spreading concept may not
completely suit the information diffusion on the social network. Xia
et al. [70] indicate that spreading behavior is a non-uniform transmis-
sion. Different users' characteristics, preference, relationships, and ac-
tions on the network lead to individuals' various infection probability.
Researchers analyze information diffusion in the social network based
on the individual's characteristics. Some of their works are based on
bond percolation, graph theory or a probabilistic model to extract
the influential nodes, considering the aspect of dynamic characteris-
tics, such as distance, time, and interactions [14,34,38,39]. Others ex-
ploit social network analysis techniques, to evaluate the influential
nodes from the aspect of the node's structural position or a temporal
notion of “node's distance”, such as degree centrality, and closeness
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centrality [40,41]. For example, Kossinets et al. [41] propose a frame-
work for analyzing communication in networks, based on inferring
the potential for information to flow between nodes in a university
email network. By revealing influential factors and realizing the pro-
cesses of the information diffusion, marketers can predict when and
how the information spreads over social networks to maximize the
expected spreading performance [27,33]. Leskovec et al. [46] empiri-
cally analyze the topological patterns of cascades in the context of a
large product recommendation network. This has recently led to the
adoption of viral marketing, where a seller attempts to artificially cre-
ate word-of-mouth advertising among potential customers. In this
paper, we consider both network influence and dynamic propagation
factors to evaluate the diffusion capabilities of nodes in social
networks.

The design of diffusion mechanism is conceptually similar to that
of computer network multicast process. Multicast is a network tech-
nology for the delivery of information to a specific group using the
most efficient strategy to deliver the messages over each link of the
network [67]. In the context of computer network multicast routing,
researchers mainly improve and reinforce packet routing in commu-
nication networks [16]. In the context of social networking, the links
in social networks are formed by social relationships and interaction
and researchers focus on the study of the issue: delivering the right
information to the right nodes and spreading it widely. The goal can
be achieved by implementing feasible approaches to discover the ini-
tial nodes and leveraging the social relationships to further diffuse the
messages between users. The relation and preference relevance of the
nodes in the social network significantly influence the effectiveness of
information diffusion in social networks. Therefore, we apply the
multicast concept to generate specific groups which are determined
by the characteristics of nodes. In the paper, we develop a social en-
dorser engine, which can identify the influential endorsers (users
with high propagation capability), to support the information diffu-
sion in the social networks.

2.4. Recommendation mechanisms

In this research, we intend to design a new endorser based adver-
tisement delivery framework, which utilizes the characteristics of so-
cial media. The core endorser discovery mechanism in the proposed
framework can be regarded as a recommender system, in which the
outcome is a list of influential persons. Conventional recommenda-
tion methodologies include the content-based and collaborative fil-
tering approaches. These recommendation approaches have to
collect rating information of recommended items (e.g. articles, prod-
ucts, or advertisements, etc.) [4,12]. However, there might be some
rating mechanisms provided in social media, but the mechanism
used by users in rating is generally missing. Content based systems
recommend an item based on a description of the item and a profile
of the user's interests [71]. Although the details of systems vary,
content-based recommendation systems share in common the
means for describing the items to be recommended: a means for cre-
ating a user's profile that describes the types of items the user might
be interested and a means for comparing items to the user profile to
determine what to recommend. However, in our research, as we
aim to find people who can diffuse messages to a wider range, this ob-
jective cannot be achieved by merely digging into user profiles. As for
collaborative filtering, there is one important assumption: users who
have similar preferences in the past are likely to have similar prefer-
ences in the future [15]. For recommendation purpose, we need the
information of similarity in their preferences on a particular item.
Nevertheless, we still cannot obtain the attributes (such as relation-
ship and influence) to measure the diffusion power of individual
users.

To resolve these issues, we incorporate the social network analysis
(SNA) in the proposed framework. SNA has been applied in social
science for decades. SNA views the actor or node as the source of
the action, and the connection or link as the relationship developed
among nodes [63]. Researchers apply SNA to analyze the social net-
work architecture and the individual's social environment, such as
characterized structures, positions, and dyadic properties [20,54]. Re-
cently, the development of recommender systems based on social
networks becomes increasingly promising. For example, Kautz et al.
[32] use a collaborative filtering method and SNA techniques to dis-
cover people with some expertise. By capturing the activity traces
users leave on the social network, Liu andMaes [50] develop a recom-
mender system to infer their everyday interests. However, these
works do not fully utilize the power and characteristics of social
media.

Our work differentiates from existing works in several aspects.
First, from the perspective of methodology, we design a grand new
framework comprehensively considering the components of user
preference, social influence, and propagation tendency to discover
users with strong diffusion power. Second, from the empirical per-
spective, we use microblogs as the data source rather than traditional
web sites. Third, from the perspective of application context, we
apply this recommendation mechanism to online social advertising
so as to deliver advertisements effectively.

3. The system architecture

3.1. Social diffusion mechanism

We design a social diffusion mechanism to disseminate advertis-
ing information via social endorsers. The mechanism will indentify
the influential endorsers for delivering advertisements and generate
a list of the next-stage targeted users for each endorser at the current
stage, together with suitable paths for information diffusion. The
users included in the recommended lists are those who have strong
propagation capabilities in social networks, and are potentially will-
ing to share the relevant information with all their friends. The pro-
cess of our diffusion mechanism (AdPlurker) is shown in Fig. 1 and
detailed as follows.

1. The endorser discovery engine is triggered to identify the influen-
tial users (referred to as social endorsers) who have high prefer-
ence in the advertisements of the sponsors (user A in Fig. 1). The
components of the endorser discovery engine are described in
Subsection 3.2.

2. The system delivers relevant advertisements of the sponsors to
identified social endorsers together with a recommended list of
their friends with strong propagation capability for forwarding fur-
ther advertisements.

3. After the social endorsers receive the advertisements, they share
the received advertisements with their friends spontaneously
(users B, C, D in Fig. 1) with the support of the recommended list
of friends further generated by the endorser discovery engine.

4. The endorser discovery engine sends a corresponding list of
friends to all the users who receive the advertisement respectively.
The users receiving the advertisement become new social
endorsers.

5. The social advertisement diffusion proceeds continuously by re-
peating steps 3–4.

Note that the proposed social diffusion mechanism is different
from spamming. The friends selected by the endorser discovery en-
gine are based on quantitative measurement of the factors, such as
user preference, network influence, and propagation strength. The
advertising message will be guided to the right people by the user's
judgments and with the support of the system recommendation. If
users deliver advertisements to their friends, it means that users
also think their friends will like the advertisements. The mechanism
takes advantage of content relevance and social relationships to
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reduce the negative impression of the advertisement and gain mar-
keting effectiveness. It also suggests appropriate friends to users to
share the information, which enhances the resonance and reduces
the problem of social spam.

3.2. Endorser discovery engine

Social media provide us with the source data of individuals' pref-
erences, social influence, and social interactions, which are openly
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grounded in the relevance of individual preference and the closeness
of social relations. Therefore, the main functionality of the proposed
social endorser discovery engine is to identify the nodes with the
strong propagation capabilities in disseminating relevant messages
as widely as possible.

Fig. 2 shows the main components and procedures of the pro-
posed endorser discovery engine. Our proposed system architecture
includes four modules: “Preference Analysis” module; “Influence
Analysis” module; “Propagation Strength Analysis” module; and
“Measurement Aggregation” module. The details related to each
module are described as follows.

3.2.1. Preference analysis module

3.2.1.1. User preference. User preference classification is an important
issue in online marketing. By pre-classifying customers and offering
personalized recommendation services or products it helps to im-
prove customer satisfaction and target marketing. Personalized ser-
vice requires understanding customers' preferences to provide the
right products to the right customers. Similarly, discovering a user's
preference is an important factor to be considered in identifying the
influential social endorsers. By analyzing users' preferences, we can
better understand what kinds of information are suitable to deliver.
Researchers focus on developing novel systems for product taxonomy
[30] and analyzing customers' histories, and present information on
products to match customers' preferences [9]. Kim et al. use a catego-
ry tree to define users' preferences and, based on users' preference
tree, to calculate their preference scores for personalizing advertise-
ments [36]. A preference tree can reflect affinity levels among prefer-
ence categories. In the preference analysis, we also adopt a tree
structure to implement the classification of the preference domain.
A tree-like structure is practically employed in much research, such
as product taxonomy [2] and semantic similarity in taxonomy [55].
The preference tree of individual user is constructed based on a pre-
defined category tree. A user's preference can be collected by online
questionnaires directly or collected indirectly form the user's behav-
ior, such as the fan page of particular brand he/she joins.

3.2.1.2. Advertisement fitness. For the purpose of evaluating advertise-
ment matching, we establish the category tree of advertisement and
use the same tree to define the user's preference tree. Furthermore,
we utilize a distance-based approach [69] to calculate the similarity
between user preference tree and advertisement category tree. This
approach proved to have better performance than other keyword
similarity evaluation approaches [72]. We calculate the preference
score to present the relevancy level (fitness degree) between the cat-
alogs of an advertisement and a user's preference. The preference
score is measured based on the distance of the shortest path between
the preference category of a user and the product category of an ad-
vertisement. If an advertisement belongs to two or more categories,
the preference score will be the average value. Specifically, as
shown in Fig. 3, assume C1 and C2 stand for the target category of
the advertisement and the closest category of the user's preference
respectively and Cfm represents the first mutual parent node of C1
and C2in a catalog tree. The fitness degree of the advertisements to
a user can be calculated by the following formula:

Simp C1;C2ð Þ ¼ 2Dfm

D1 þ D2 þ 2Dfm
; ð1Þ

where D1 (D2) is the length of the path from C1 (C2) to Cfm and Dfm is
the distance of the path from Cfm to the root node in the category tree.

3.2.2. Influence analysis module
Freeman et al. [21] indicate that degree centrality and between-

ness centrality are important indicators for the influential leader
discovery and group performance. Kiss and Bichler [40] adopt differ-
ent centrality measures to select influencers in a customer network
and compare the results othe diffusion of marketing messages. They
found that the out-degree centrality is better than others on message
diffusion. Also, Kwak et al. [43] make comparisons between in-degree
approach and PageRank approach in the microblog environment.
They found that the results of these two approaches are similar.
Hence, we adopt degree centrality to evaluate users' influence in the
social network. Besides, we consider not only individual influence
but also personal content influence in our system. Cha et al. [8] indi-
cate that the content value of one's posts is an important measure
for evaluating influence. Therefore, we have connection degree influ-
ence and content popularity influence in the influence analysis
module.

3.2.2.1. Connection degree influence. For the purpose of evaluating the
relative importance of user position in the whole network, social net-
work analysis is applied. Connection degree influence can be quantified
by the degree centrality in a social network. Degree centrality is defined
as the number of direct connections/links upon a node. Specifically, in-
degree is a count of the number of connections directed to the node, and
out-degree is the number of connections that the node directs to others.
In this research, firstly, we consider the spammers or bots attempt to
follow many people in order to gain attention. Secondly, some famous
stars are followed by many fans, but they have little knowledge about
the characteristics of their fans. That likelymakes the distributed adver-
tisement less relevant to the receivers. Neither the in-degree nor out-
degree approach will appropriately catch the information of a user's
ability and incentive to effectively interact with other linked users in
the social network. Therefore, we use mutual relationship (friendship)
to measure the degree centrality as, in practice, the mutual degree rep-
resents the number of friends a user has. Mutual degree for user i is
measured as:

Md ið Þ ¼ ∑n
j¼1Eij; ð2Þ

where Eij is 1 if an edge fromnode i to j exists and an edge fromnode j to
node i exists, too, otherwise it is 0.

3.2.2.2. Content popularity influence. Content popularity influence is
used to evaluate the popularity of what a user posts. We measure
the content degree of a user by the number of total responses and
message reposts from people. We denoted |Φ| as the total number
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of the elements in a set Φ. The formula for content popularity mea-
sure for a typical user i can be expressed as:

Cd ið Þ ¼ ∑T
t¼1

Φresponse i;tð Þ
��� ���þjΦrepost i;tð Þj

Φpost i;tð Þ
��� ��� ; ð3Þ

where Φpost(i, t) stands for the set of the messages posted by user i at
the time period t, Φresponse(i, t)represents the set of responses on user
i 's posts, and Φrepost(i, t) is the set of i's posts which were reposted
by others. T is the total number of time periods used to collect the
messages. Denote N _Md(i)as the normalized value ofMd(i)and
N _Cd(i) as the normalized value of Cd(i). The network influence
score of user i is the normalized value of summation N _Md(i)+
N _Cd(i).

3.2.3. Propagation strength analysis module
Besides the passive influence factors of connection degree and

content popularity, the active propagation factors of user's capability
and tendency in content diffusion should be considered.

3.2.3.1. Social activeness. Social activeness is used to calculate the ac-
tivity intensity of a user. A user with higher activeness indicates
that the user is engaged in greater information sharing and has a
higher probability of transmitting the messages. We calculate the ac-
tiveness of a user by the number of post records during a period of
time in the social platform. The formula is defined as below:

Sa ið Þ ¼
∑T

t¼1 Φmessages i;tð Þ
��� ���

T
; ð4Þ

whereΦmessages(i, t) is the total number of messages posted by user i at
time period t.

3.2.3.2. Social similarity. Social similarity aims to measure the similar-
ity degree between two people from implicit social structure and be-
havior, such as friend-in-common and content-in-common. The more
friends-in-common of people generally reflects the higher connection
level between them. Bagherjeiran and Parekh also discovered that
friends tend to have similar interests; they are likely to be targeted
with similar advertisements [3]. Therefore, if people have more com-
mon friends, their interests should be more similar. Under the condi-
tions, when a person delivers a message to their friends, the
possibility that friends are also interested in the message and repost
it becomes higher. Denote F(i) as a set of user i 's friends. The similar-
ity of a friend-in-common between user i and friend j, is measured as:

Simcf i; jð Þ ¼ F ið Þ∩F jð Þj j
Max F ið Þj j;ð jF jð ÞjÞ : ð5Þ

In addition, the more content-in-common posted by two people,
the higher the similarity degree between them. Semantic analysis
can be used to measure the social similarity in the aspect of
content-in-comment and to discover the potential preference of
users [5]. Specifically, traditional information retrieval (IR) technolo-
gy can be exploited to analyze the semantics of content. To examine
the semantic similarity among posts, we use the CKIP Chinese word
segmentation system to parse and stem the crawled contents. All
terms which were captured from the documents are used as the attri-
butes of vector. We then apply the frequency-inverse document
Fig. 4. The process of seman
frequency (TF-IDF) [57] weight analysis technique to measure how
important a term is to a document in a collection or corpus. Fig. 4
shows the process of semantics similarity analysis.

The term frequency (TF) for term m in a post p is calculated as:

tf m;p ¼ f reqm;p

maxl f reql;p
� � ; ð6Þ

where freqm,p is the raw frequency of term i appearing in post p and
max l(freql,p) is the number of times the most frequent index term, l,
appears in post j. The inverse document frequency (IDF) for term m
is formulated as:

idf m ¼ log
Np

nm
; ð7Þ

where Np is the total number of posts and nm is the number of posts in
which term m appears. Then, the relative importance of term m to
post p can be obtained by calculating:

Wm;p ¼ tf m;p � idf m: ð8Þ

Finally, we measure the content similarity degree between people
by a cosine similarity metric. The number of terms (keywords) select-
ed for analyzing a person's document in a collection or corpus is
denoted as M. In this research, M is the total number of unique
terms captured in all documents. The similarity of corpus (content-
in-comment degree) between user i and friend j is defined as:

Simcc i; jð Þ ¼ cos i
⇀

M ; j
⇀

M

� �
¼ i

⇀
M⋅j

⇀
M

i
⇀
M

�� �� j⇀M�� �� ; ð9Þ

where i
⇀
Mand j

⇀
M are the document vectors in the M dimensional term

space for user i and friend j.
Finally, the similarity score is measured by the sum of friend-in-

common and content-in-comment scores. That is, social similarity be-
tween user i and friend j, is formulated as:

Ss i; jð Þ ¼ Simcf i; jð Þ þ Simcc i; jð Þ: ð10Þ

3.2.3.3. Social interaction. Social interaction measure is different from
social similarity measure since social interaction explicitly catches
the factor of dynamic actions/interactions between people. It can be
used to evaluate the intimacy between two users. For instance, it is
common for a user to respond or repost someone's messages. It is rea-
sonable to assume that the more interaction activities, the higher the
probability of sharing information, as friends usually are interested in
mutual messages. Given two users i and j, the social interaction score
between them can be formulated as:

Si i; jð Þ ¼ ∑T
t¼1

Φresponse i;j;tð Þ
��� ���
Φresponse i;tð Þ
��� ��� þ

Φrepost i;j;tð Þ
��� ���
Φrepost i;tð Þ
��� ��� ; ð11Þ

where Φresponse(i, j, t)is the set of responses generated by user j to user
i's posts and Φrepost(i, j, t) is the set of reposts conducted by user j to
user i's posts.
tics similarity analysis.
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3.2.3.4. Social propagation. The social propagation score is used to
evaluate the network diffusion strength of a user. The social propaga-
tion score of a user is calculated by aggregating the social propagation
score and can be computed in a recursive way. To enhance the dis-
semination of advertising messages efficiently, it is important to pay
attention to the next layer's social propagation. Though advertisers
deliver advertisements to a social endorser with high social propaga-
tion capability, they can't ensure that the social endorser's friends will
spread the advertisements with equal strength. Therefore, we sup-
pose friends' social propagation capability would also affect a social
endorser's propagation score, and include the friends' propagation
score to evaluate the overall propagation score of a social endorser.
In other words, individual's social propagation capability is aggregat-
ed recursively by their friends' social propagation capabilities. The so-
cial propagation score of user i is formulated as:

Sp ið Þ ¼ ∑
j∈F ið Þ

Sp jð Þ⋅ Ss i; jð Þ þ Si i; jð Þð Þ; ð12Þ

where user j has not been visited and Sp(j)=1 if F(j)=∅. The termi-
nation condition holds when user j has no friends or all his/her
friends have been visited. Denote N _Sa(i)as the normalized value
ofSa(i)and N _Sp(i) as the normalized value of Sp(i). The propagation
strength score of user i is the normalized value of the summation,
N _Sa(i)+N _Sp(i).

3.2.4. Measurement aggregation module
To evaluate the diffusion strength of a social endorser quantita-

tively, the preference measure, influence measure, and propagation
strength measure, which are derived from the former analysis mod-
ules, need to be further aggregated with appropriate weighting distri-
bution. Common approaches to deal with the uncertain weighting
problem of parameter combination include a black-box method,
such as artificial neural network (ANN), and white-box method,
such as analytic hierarchy process (AHP) [19]. ANN can be trained
to recognize and generalize the relationship between a set of inputs
and outputs by nonlinear processes. However, it is difficult to acquire
the proxy for an endorser's propagation capability, which is required
in training data for learning ANN. Therefore, in this research, we
choose AHP approach as our aggregation module. AHP is one well-
known method to solve multi-criteria decision-making (MCDM)
problems, which determinate the relative importance or weight of
criteria by mathematical pair-wise comparison [7,25,56]. It has been
applied extensively in many research fields, such as social network
analysis [49], and recommendation systems [25,51].

Generally, there are three main stages involved in AHP. First of all,
hierarchy construction building: users need to decompose their deci-
sion problem subproblems into multiple hierarchical levels. Secondly,
pair-wise comparison: users have to compare each factor in the same
level by the pair-wise comparison based on their own experience and
knowledge. However, since the comparisons are carried out by per-
sonal or subjective judgments, some degree of inconsistency will
occur. Therefore, users need to measure the consistency in order to
ensure the judgments are consistent. The final stage, consistency ver-
ification, measures the degree of consistency among the pair-wise
comparisons by computing the consistency ratio. This stage is also
regarded as one of the greatest advantages of the AHP [24] and we le-
verage this benefit to adjust the weight to get better results.

4. Experiments

In this section, we apply the proposed mechanism in a microblog
system to examine its effectiveness. Microblog service is one of the
top platforms for social media marketing. Compared to traditional
blogs, microblogs allow users to publish, and read and disseminate
brief messages easily. Microblogs emphasize “what are you doing?”
that means that people's status has changed over time so they must
keep friends updated frequently. These characteristics – brief mes-
sages, instant, easy to read, and easy to share – make microblogs a
good platform to conduct social media marketing. Therefore, in this
research, we apply and validate our proposed mechanism using
microblog systems. For convenience and representativeness, we con-
duct our experiments in Plurk, a platform created in May 2008 and
one of the most popular microblog services. Google Trend reported
that the daily individual visitors of Plurk number more than the Twit-
ter in Taiwan. Furthermore, according to Alexa's survey in 2010, 34.4%
of Plurk's traffic comes from Taiwan. A user of Plurk (named as a Plur-
ker) can connect with his/her friends via many functions such as
updating instant messages, sharing images or video with friends
and responding to friends' messages. A Plurker can also repost inter-
estingmessages (named as plurks) whichwas initially posted by his/her
friends. In Plurk, the friendship relation needs mutual agreement of two
users. Plurks can be broadcasted to all fans or sent privately to certain
friends [68]. Notice that a fan in Plurks is similar to a follower in Twitter.
While there does not exist “friend” relation in Twitter, it can be simulat-
ed by the relation ofmutual signing up as a follower of each other. There-
fore, the design concept of the presented framework can be applied to
the Twitter.

Utilizing the available APIs, we develop a Plurk application named
AdPlurker and invite users who are active and have used Plurk for a
long time to join the experiments. AdPlurker is a software agent
which will automatically reply a request according to the message it
receives. To use AdPlurker service, users can simply add it as one of
his/her friends. For an advertisement provided by a sponsor/mer-
chant, AdPlurker will first identify the top-k most suitable users as
the endorsers from the initial users, which are invited from the
Plurk users. AdPlurker sends private messages with advertisements
to the discovered social endorsers discovered. Social endorsers will
first receive the messages, which include brief information about
the advertisement, a relevant picture, and then receive a recom-
mended list of users who are potentially interested in the advertise-
ments and have prior propagation capabilities in their social
network. When a social endorser delivers the advertisements to
their friends, the system triggers the endorser discovery engine and
sends a recommended list of friends to each endorser. The recom-
mended list also displays friends with strong propagation capabilities
in their network. Due to the 140-character limit, it is convenient for
an endorser to distribute only one advertisement in a single message
and the recommended friend list would be severed into multiple
messages if the total length of the list exceeds the character limit.

Notice that Plurk does not provide an official replurk (repost)
function to facilitate the sharing behavior. Therefore, we provide a
replurk function for users. While a user posts our advertisements,
AdPlurker will respond to the user's plurk with a replurk link imme-
diately. The repost function is considered the feature that has made
the microblog a new medium of information dissemination. The
user can click the hyperlinks of brief information to get detailed infor-
mation and the click-through record will be collected for further eval-
uation. Also, users can share the messages with their friends who are
recommended by the system. The transmitted message records will
be also collected. To prevent click fraud, we record only one click
for the same advertisement for individual users.

4.1. Data description

4.1.1. Profile of participants
Until April 2011, there are 217 users (55% male, 45% female) aged

between 20 and 50 participating in our experiment. To simulate a real
network structure, our target users come from different career back-
grounds, as shown in Fig. 5.

Spammers and bots are common phenomena in microblogs. To
prevent spam accounts and bots from adding noise and bias in our



Fig. 5. Population of occupational distribution.
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study, we removed spam accounts and bots reported by users in our
experiment. There are 247,090 users and 1,969,253 plurks in our da-
tabase. We collect data from the target users to the 3rd layers, as the
degrees of separation are normally limited to the 3rd–4th layers
[1,47], and crawl their plurks, responses, and interactions with friends
that occurred within three months. In the Plurk, “become fans” is a
function for users to follow others' pages and also declare their pref-
erences for information type. It is interesting to find that Plurk's net-
work has statistics (e.g. the distributions of the number of fan pages,
friends, and reposts and responses of all plurks) which are nearly the
power-law distributions [11,60]. 91.5% of the target users have less
than 20 fan pages. 90.7% of the target users have less than 200 friends.
93.6% of plurks are shared among less than 15 users. The distributions
of the number of friends, the number of reposts, and the number of
responses in the Plurk's network are following nearly the power-
law distribution with properties explained in [11,60].

4.1.2. Profile of advertisements
In the experiment, a catalog tree with 18 leaf categories, belonging

to six parent categories and three grandparent categories, is adopted.
The category tree is constructed by combing the product classification
of Yahoo and PChome, which are the two most famous online shop-
ping sites in Taiwan. The affiliation of each category is illustrated in
a tree structure as shown in Fig. 6. To simulate the diversity of adver-
tisements used in the experiment, we took 216 advertisements sam-
pled from multiple channels, which include Yahoo, PChome, KKBOX,
and Engadget. We collected 18 various advertisements belonging to
Fig. 6. The category tr
the 18 leaf categories in a set of advertisements. In total, 12 sets of ad-
vertisements are used to compare the performance of 4 different ad-
vertising approaches (our social diffusion approach and 3 other
different benchmark advertising approaches). There are 3 sets of ad-
vertisements use for the experiment for each advertising approach.
Notice that in the experiment, a variety of advertisement is experi-
mented in only one advertising approach to avoid the repetition ef-
fect that the selected users receive the same advertisement which
was previously viewed.

4.2. Score calculation

After we constructed the social network structure of the partici-
pants and prepared the category tree for representing the user prefer-
ence and advertisement type, we evaluated the scores of various
analysis modules in the proposed diffusion mechanism and identified
the influential users as the endorsers for social advertising. Notice
that as the data and social networks in the Plurk evolve with time,
the score data is updated on a regular time schedule.

4.2.1. Preference analysis calculation
In the preference module, to construct the personal preference

category tree, we collect target users' explicit preferences directly
by online questionnaires. In addition, in order to better elicit users'
preferences, we also collect implicit preferences indirectly from
their behaviors in Plurk — the well known accounts (fan pages) of
particular brands (such as Dell, Taipei Walker and KKBOX,) a user
joins. The categories of these well-known accounts (fan pages) are
processed to match the classification of the category tree as shown
in Fig. 6. Notice that although we need some human workloads in
consolidating the product categories in two shopping sites and
matching the category of fan page to the defined product category,
the task is just a one-time pre-process work. By analyzing the prefer-
ence category tree of each user, we can discover users' profiles easily
and precisely.

4.2.2. Influence analysis calculation
In the influence module, both the connection degree and content

degree measures are taken into consideration. The friend links are
usually the strongest links and imply the structural influence in the
network. A user with high content popularity implies that they are in-
fluential in content, as a user becomes attention-grabbing when their
plurks are often replurked and responded to by others. To avoid the
different scale problem, we normalize both values to be in the range
ee of ADPlurker.

image of Fig.�5
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[0,1]. The normalized values of the connection degree and content de-
gree are summed to obtain the influence score. Notice that the nor-
malized value N _V(i)of a measure value V(i) is given by the
following formula:

NV ið Þ ¼ V ið Þ−minjV jð Þ
maxjV jð Þ−minjV jð Þ : ð13Þ

4.2.3. Propagation strength analysis calculation
The propagation strength analysis module is divided into three

parts: 1) Social activeness score: We quantify users' occurring activi-
ties by the number of plurks during a month; 2) Social similarity
score: We collect each user's friend list to compute the similarity de-
gree of friend-in-common between users and crawled users' plurks
during the past three months, to calculate the similarity degree of
content-in-comment; 3) Social interaction score: We evaluate the in-
timacy between two users and collect the responded and reposted
data between two users to evaluate the level of dynamic interactions
between people. Notice that to get propagation strength score, all
these values are also normalized to be in the range [0,1].

4.2.4. Measurement aggregation calculation
As mentioned in Section 3.2.4, in this research, we employed the

AHP to calculate the weight combination of parameters.

4.2.4.1. Questionnaire survey. The questionnaire is constructed using
the AHP concept. A nine-point scale is used for representing the rela-
tive importance (from 1, “equal importance”, to 9 “absolute or ex-
treme importance”, in our questionnaire [51]. The expert
questionnaire targets the following people: 1) professional lecturers;
and 2) active users of social media. A total of 15 questionnaires were
sent out, with 14 forms returned.

4.2.4.2. Weight determination. Four stages are involved in using AHP
for attribute weighting calculation. Firstly, we establish a pair-wise
comparison matrix formulated as:

R ¼
a11 a12 a1N
a21 a22 a2N
aN1 aN2 aNN

2
4

3
5;where aij ¼ aij

�1if i≠j
1 if i ¼ j

:

�
ð14Þ

Secondly, to derive the relative weights of these criteria from the
comparison matrix, an Eigenvector method is used. We use Principal
Eigen Value, which is obtained from the summation of products be-
tween each element of Eigenvector and the sum of columns of the
matrix [62], to check the consistency of the experts' answer. Thirdly,
consistency verification is conducted by measuring the degree of con-
sistency among the pair-wise comparisons by the consistency ratio
(CR) defined by CR=CI/RI, where CI is the consistency index used
to measure deviation or the degree of consistency and RI is the ran-
dom index used to measure the consistency verification. If the value
of CR is smaller or equal to 10%, the inconsistency is acceptable. If
the CR is greater than 10%, the subjective judgment needs further re-
vision [56]. Finally, the weight determination of each evaluation fac-
tor is obtained by using 14 experts' opinions (Table 1).

From this AHP model, we find that each of the three factors have
similar importance levels, while propagation plays the most impor-
tant part in the advertising campaign, followed by the user's personal
preference and then social influence.
Table 1
Measure and weight.

Measure Preference Influence Propagation strength

Weight 0.340075768 0.325100803 0.33482343
4.3. Diffusion strategies

In this research, we compare our diffusion approach with the
three other benchmark approaches, to evaluate the performance of
the proposed system design. The four different approaches used in
the experiments are described as follows.

1. In-degree: It is the most common approach used to evaluate the
influence of a user in microblog systems (eg. the number of fans
on Plurks or followers on Twitter). This approach is currently
employed by many other third-part services, such as Twiiterholic.-
com and Wefollow.com. In addition, Kwak et al. compared the in-
degree approach with the PageRank approach in microblog and
find two results to be similar [42]. Therefore, we chose the in-
degree as our comparison.

2. Ratio-degree: The measure is the ratio between the number of a
user's followers and the number of other people that the user fol-
lows. It was proposed by the Web Ecology Project applied in Twit-
ter platform, which is an interdisciplinary research group based in
Boston, Massachusetts. Owing to platform restriction, we could not
obtain the data of the people that a user follows in Plurk. There-
fore, we adopt friend relationships to replace the people that a
user follows. We adjust it as the ratio between the number of a
user's friends and the number of other people that a user follows.

3. Topic-influence: Discovering the topic-influential nodes for deliv-
ering advertising messages by taking advantage of the target ad-
vertising and social influence. In this approach, only preference
and influence measures are used.

4. Our approach (Social diffusion): The approach we proposed in this
study. We apply an analytic hierarchy process (AHP) to realize the
final weight combinations of three components: preference mea-
sure, influence measure, and propagation strength measure.

According to the research, 75% reposts occurred in 24 h [42]. In
our experiments, to reduce the errors due to time factor, we distribut-
ed the advertisements belonging to the same catalog to the users who
were selected by the four approaches, and collected the feedback in
one day. Then, we delivered the next set of advertisements of differ-
ent catalogs to users. For each approach, we calculate the aggregated
scores of the users and the top-k ranked users are selected in the list
of recommended endorsers. In the experiment, considering the limi-
tation of 140 characters in a microblog message, a list of top-5 influ-
ential users is recommended by these four diffusion strategies. Note
that at each time period, four different advertisements belonging to
the same product category were be used to evaluate performances
of the four various advertising approaches. The information of the
corresponding method used for a specific advertisement in the exper-
iment is recorded in the database. However, when an endorser re-
ceives an advertisement, he/she does not know which advertising
approach to be tested. All four advertising approaches are experimen-
ted concurrently. In total, we collected 54 sample performance re-
cords for each advertising approach.

5. Results and evaluations

In this section, we discuss the results of experimental study and
some insights discovered from the observation and analysis. In
order to evaluate the performance of our proposed mechanism, we
used three performance indicators: click-through rate, repost rate,
and exposure rate. Click-through rate encompasses practical statistics
about advertising effectiveness [66]; Repost rate is an indicator about
advertising resonance to evaluate the state of sharing. By analyzing
repost rate, we could realize the resonance between users and adver-
tisements [29]. Click-through rate and repost rate are the key mea-
sures in “promoted tweets”, which is a new social advertisement
platform proposed by Twitter. Furthermore, another type of perfor-
mance that advertisers care about is the spreading coverage of



Fig. 7. Click-through rates (CTR) of four diffusion strategies.
Fig. 8. Repost rates (RR) of four diffusion strategies.
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advertisements. Therefore, we also compare the exposure rates (total
unique receivers of the advertisements) of all four advertisement dif-
fusion strategies.

5.1. Click-through rate of advertisements

Nc is the total number of clicks and Nd is total number of advertise-
ments delivered. The click-through rate (CTR) is defined as:

CTR ¼ Nc=Nd: ð15Þ

According to the collected dataset, the outcome is illustrated in
Fig. 7. The advertisements of in-degree approach got a total of 0.155
CTR in 4141 delivery times. The ratio-degree approach got 0.179
CTR in 7954 deliveries. Topic-influence approach got 0.241 CTR in
9321 deliveries. Our social diffusion mechanism got 0.305 CTR in
14,918 deliveries. Our social diffusion approach has the highest result
in CTR, followed by the topic-influence, ratio-degree, and in-degree
approaches. Topic-influence is better than degree-based approaches,
implying that the effectiveness of preference factor is significant. In
addition, our social diffusion approach is greater than the topic-
influence approach, which further indicates that the factor of propaga-
tion capability (social similarity and interactions) plays an important
role in social advertising.

We further verify the statistical significance of our results. A
paired sample t-test confirms the significant difference of the results
(Table 2). At 95% significant level, all the test results show that our so-
cial diffusion approach is significantly different from other bench-
mark approaches. Therefore, it verifies that our proposed approach
has the best performance, compared to other benchmark approaches.

5.2. Repost rate of advertisements

Nrepost is the total number of reposts and Nd is total number of ad-
vertisements delivered. The repost rate (RR) formula is defined as:

RR ¼ Nrepost=Nd: ð16Þ

According to the collected dataset, the advertisements of in-
degree approach got a total of 1.351 RR. Ratio-degree approach got
2.866 RR. The topic-influence approach got 3.289 RR. Our social
Table 2
Statistical verification on CTR measurement.

Paired group Mean Std. d

Social diffusion V.S. Topic-influence 23.845 41.32
Ratio-degree 32.298 42.11
In-degree 40.371 42.48
diffusion mechanism got 5.619 RR. The outcome is illustrated in
Fig. 8. The RR results are consistent with CTR results.

A paired sample t-test (95% significant level) also confirms that
our social diffusion approach is significantly different from other
benchmark approaches (Table 3). The superiority of our approach is
statistically verified.

As previously mentioned, “Resonance” is a crucial factor for social
advertisement diffusion. Better click-through and repost rates give
strong evidences that our proposed mechanism improves resonance
among users and advertisements. Also, they show that the advertise-
ments shared by endorsers are generally also interesting to their
friends. Consequently, the risk of spamming friends is reduced.

5.3. Exposure rate of advertisements

Advertisers are concerned about the effective exposure for their
advertisements. Therefore, the eventual spreading coverage of adver-
tisements is an important indicator to evaluate the performance of an
advertising campaign. Nreceiver is the total number of receivers and Nd

is total number of advertisements delivered. The exposure rate (ER) is
the average unique receiver per advertisement and formulated as:

ER ¼ Nreceiver=Nd: ð17Þ

Fig. 9 shows the exposure rate of the four diffusion strategies. The
advertisements of in-degree approach got an average of 42.691 re-
ceivers per advertisement. The ratio-degree approach got an average
of 82.000 receivers per advertisement. The topic-influence approach
got on average 96.093 receivers per advertisement. Our proposed so-
cial diffusion mechanism got on average 153.794 receivers per adver-
tisement. Table 4 shows the analysis of statistical significance of the
results of our approach with other benchmark approaches. As we
can observe, the proposed social diffusion approach is significantly
different from topic-influence, ratio-degree and in-degree. Therefore,
we could confidently infer that a social diffusion approach works bet-
ter in propagating the advertisements.

Furthermore, we also compare the diffusion performance with re-
spect to various types of advertisement. We compared the advertise-
ments belonging to three grandparent categories in our category tree:
“Computer, Communication and Consumer Electronics (3C)”,“Enter-
tainment and Living” and “Consumer Products”. As shown in
Figs. 10 and 11, the click-through rate (CTR) of each category is
eviation Std. error mean T Sig. (2-tailed)

3 4.195 5.683 0.000
6 4.276 7.553 0.000
3 4.313 9.359 0.000
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Table 3
Statistical verification on RR measurement.

Paired group Mean Std. deviation Std. error mean T Sig. (2-tailed)

Social diffusion V.S. Topic-influence 2.329 4.317 0.438 5.315 0.000
Ratio-degree 2.752 5.627 0.571 4.817 0.000
In-degree 4.268 6.250 0.634 6.725 0.000

Fig. 9. Exposure rates (ER) of four diffusion strategies.
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0.297, 0.373, and 0.268 respectively. The repost rate (RR) of each cat-
egory is 4.310, 9.235, and 3.118 respectively. Entertainment and Liv-
ing has better performance than the other two, in both CTR and RR.
This phenomenon reveals that social advertising is more effective
for the products of Entertainment and Living. That is, people tend to
be affected by the opinions of their friends when selecting the prod-
ucts (e.g. movies/TV, music, and games) and services (e.g. sports,
and outdoor pursuits) of this type.
5.4. Extended comparisons

In the subsection, we further verify the proposed framework by
conducting more performance comparisons with respect to various
aspects.

Firstly, we compare the performance of AHP factor weighing
method with those of two other factor weighting approaches —

equal weights (EW) and principal component analysis (PCA), which
is a popular statistical method used to explain the covariance struc-
ture of data by means of a small number of components [13,26].
According to the result of PCA, the proposed three dimensions (prefer-
ence, influence, and propagation) could explain the 92.417% covariance
structure of data. The linearly combination coefficients of these three di-
mensions given by PCA are (0.641, 0.635, 0.502). The coefficients are
used as weighting values in the evaluation process. The comparisons
are depicted in Fig. 12. We can observe that the AHP method generates
the best performance in advertisement CTR.

Secondly, we analyze the effects of various index combinations on
the performance. Fig. 13 shows the performances of the methods
using only two factors of the three indicators (preference analysis in-
dicators (PA), influence analysis indicators (IA), and propagation
strength analysis indicators (PSA)). This result reveals that our pro-
posed mechanism, which includes three indexes, has the best perfor-
mance in advertisement CTR.
Table 4
Statistical verification on ER measurement.

Paired group Mean Std. d

Social diffusion V.S. Topic-influence 57.701 71.08
Ratio-degree 71.793 92.76
In-degree 111.103 103.49
Thirdly, we examine the accuracy of a recommended friend list. As
an endorser can self-select his/her friends who are suitable to receive
the advertisement, the accuracy rate of the recommended list of
friends which is defined the rate that users repost an advertising mes-
sage to all the friends included in the list without any change. Fig. 14
compares the accuracy rate of the recommended list generated by dif-
ferent approaches. As we can observe, our proposed social diffusion
approach has the highest performance. The results show that our pro-
posed mechanism can effectively recommend a list of suitable friends
to receive the advertisement and relieve a user's burden to select the
friends (84% accuracy rate). In the experiment, it took less than 10 s
for the endorser discovery engine to generate a list of endorsers
under the computing hardware — Win7 32 bits PC, 2.0 GB RAM, and
3.00 GHz CPU. Therefore, the computational time used in generating
a list of recommended endorsers is practically feasible

Lastly, we compare the effectiveness of broadcast-to-all approach
and other social advertising approaches. In the broadcast-to-all ap-
proach, an advertisement is sent to all the initial users, their friends,
friends of their friends, and so on by the system, without any filtering
process. As shown in Fig. 15. This score reveals that our social adver-
tising has higher CTR (0.305). However, a broadcast-to-all approach
has the lowest CTR (0.042).

Advertisers are also concerned outwhether the users like the adver-
tisements they deliver or not. Therefore, another popular measure for
evaluating the effectiveness of each advertising method is to conduct
a user evaluation about the relevance of the advertisements delivered.
The underlying principle of relevance scale is that a higher score indi-
cates a user has a higher level of interest to a received advertisement.
The relevance measure helps us to evaluate the user satisfaction with
the received advertisement. Therefore, we further evaluate the rele-
vance levels of various advertising approaches. A Likert scale is used,
with rating levels ranging from 1 to 5 (offensive: 1; irrelevant: 2; mod-
erate: 3; interesting: 4; joyful: 5). Fig. 16 shows that although a
broadcast-to-all approachmay have higher coverage rate, the relevance
of the advertisements received by the users is significantly low. Most of
the receivers feel the advertisements delivered by the broadcast-to-all
approach offensive or irrelevant.

6. Conclusion

With the prosperity of social media, marketers attempt to take ad-
vantage of social advertising to effectively disseminate advertise-
ments. However, it lacks an effective online advertisement diffusion
mechanism to help marketers increase the resonance and spreading
coverage of advertising messages. Besides, users encounter the prob-
lem of social spam when sharing excessively with friends, which will
cause a negative impression and even harm the development of social
capital. Therefore, in this paper, utilizing social networks and content
analysis techniques, we design an endorser-based diffusion mecha-
nism, which considers extensively the factors of user preference,
eviation Std. error mean T Sig. (2-tailed)

3 7.217 7.995 0.000
6 9.419 7.622 0.000
6 10.508 10.573 0.000
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Fig. 10. CTRs of different categories of product.

Fig. 11. RRs of different categories of product.

Fig. 13. CTRs of different methods containing different indicators.

Fig. 14. Accuracy rate of recommended friend list.
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network influence, and propagation capability, for online advertise-
ments overmicroblogs. The proposedmechanism is empirically verified
on onemicroblog servicewebsite, Plurk, and experimental results show
that our developed social diffusionmechanismoutperforms other three
benchmark approaches in the performance of advertisement relevance,
resonance, and coverage.

6.1. Research contributions

The contributions and managerial implications of this paper are
summarized as follows. Firstly, from the perspective of system inno-
vation, while marketing on social media has become increasingly
popular, little research has proposed a diffusion mechanism to study
the online advertisements on social media. We are one of the pio-
neers to study a recommended list to indicate each intermediate
node for information dissemination. Secondly, from the perspective
of methodology, we not only consider the individual preference and
Fig. 12. CTRs of different weighting methods.
network influence (link structure of relationship and content popu-
larity), but also propagate (social activeness, social interactions, and
social similarity) factors in the evaluation of nodes' diffusion capabilities
to identify the people who can spread the adverting messages widely.
Thirdly, from the perspective of performance, better click-through
rate reflects that our mechanism can raise the visibility of advertising
information. A higher repost rate indicates a higher exposure of the ad-
vertising and reveals that users are interested in the advertisement
when shared by friends and are willing to share it with others. It also
proves that our system can reduce the risk of spamming friends and im-
prove resonance among users. Our proposedmechanism canwidely ex-
tend the spreading coverage of advertisements and improve the
resonance of advertisements. Lastly, from the perspective of practice,
our empirical experiments show that social advertising is particularly
effective in marketing goods and services such as movies/TV, music,
games, sports, and outdoor pursuits. The proposeddiffusionmechanism
provides the advertisement sponsors with a powerful vehicle to con-
duct advertising diffusion campaigns successfully.
Fig. 15. CTRs of different advertising approaches.
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Fig. 16. Relevance levels of different advertising approaches.
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6.2. Limitations and future studies

There are several limitations in this research. Firstly, the con-
structed social networks in the experiments only reflect a subset of
an entire network as we couldn't look through all data of users due
to the constraint of the experimental platform. For example, most so-
cial media provide privacy mechanisms for users; we can't collect
data since we are not their friends or fans. Besides, only users them-
selves can obtain the list of people whom they follow; we can't re-
trieve the complete out-degree data to compare with the approach
applied in the methodology. Secondly, the advertising efficiency
might be affected by the format of the advertisements (e.g. size, posi-
tion). However, the presentation of advertisements is restricted be-
cause of the limitation of 140 characters in our experimental platform.
Thirdly, due to the scale of the experiment during limited time, we
use only a category tree of 18 leaf categories and 12 sets of advertise-
ments for the validation and comparison work. While the number of
participants and varieties of advertisements are statistically explain-
able, an experiment on a larger scale would be helpful. Lastly, the pur-
pose of the proposed social diffusion framework is to effectively
distribute advertising information and avoid advertisement spamming.
If the objective of advertisement diffusion is changed, the framework
should be somewhat different. For example, a broadcasted-to-all
approach may become a good alternative to reach more people.

There are some directions for future studies. First, the analysis
modules included in our proposed mechanism can be further refined
and improved. For example, user preference analysis may obtain a
higher accuracy if a category ontology is constructed to analyze
users' profile and discover users' preferences. We could improve the
user preference analysis module by adopting advertising taxonomy
and mapping with content analysis. Second, incorporating other tan-
gible factors and dynamic modules into the mechanism may improve
the quality of the system. For example, to enhance the advertisement
diffusion efficiency, we could further design a monitor mechanism to
adjust the recommended list or variation of users' preference after a
time period. Third, we want to identify the shortest path of target
node by recommending the intermediate nodes instead of recom-
mending a specific group. Fourth, a successful social advertising sys-
tem needs the cooperation and contribution of the participants. It is
an interesting avenue to include an incentive mechanism in the sys-
tem and analyze its impact. Finally, the impact of different types of so-
cial media can be further investigated. We can conduct the
experiments on other social media to examine which type of plat-
forms performs better.
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